
DJ WRECKLESS

CHAD ACUNA
Since the age of 12, Chad Acuna, also known as the illustrious DJ Wteckless, has been honing his craft behind the
turntables, demonstrating an innate talent that belies his years. From the onset, Chad’s passion for music led him to
carve his path, booking private events while still navigating the halls of high school. His magnetic energy and
unparalleled skill quickly garnered attention, establishing as a sought-after name in the local scene endorsed by
prestigious universities and acclaimed bars alike. 

Transitioning seamlessly from intimate basement gatherings to high profile corporate affairs, Chad’s ascent in
Philadelphia’s vibrant DJ landscape was inevitable. Commanding the decks of the city’s most iconic venues, he
electrified the atmosphere with his signature sound, captivating audiences and leaving an inedible mark on the
nightlife scene. 

Venturing beyond traditional venues, Chad’s journey took an exciting turn as he lent his talents to Street Radio - a
clandestine, yet influential non-radio station - where he shared the airwaves with luminaries like DJ Single Handed
and DJ Truuf. Additionally, he found his place among the esteemed Latino Connection Family and co-founded the
esteemed SupremeDJs Crew further solidifying his position as a force to be reckoned with in Philadelphia’s music
scene. 

Driven by insatiable passion, relentless ambition, and a rich tapestry of cultural influences, Chad continues to
captivate and engage audiences across the Tri-state area. With every performance, he pushed the boundaries of
possibility ensuring that the next unforgettable moment is always just a beat away. Wherever there’s music to be
spun, you can bet that DJ Wrecklesd will be there igniting the dance floor with his unmatched talent and infectious
energy. 
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